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1. [ALABAMA] [POLITICAL CARTOONS & CARICATURE]
The Democratic Party Is Calling You! White Supremacy For The Right

[Birmingham]: Democratic State Campaign Committee, [1930]. Quarto (28cm). Single
sheet, folded to make 4pp. Printed on newsprint. Paper aged, with brief chips at margins;
two horizontal folds for mailing; Very Good.
Campaign brochure for the contentious 1930 Alabama elections, in which a number of
Klan-funded Democrats broke away from the party to run as Independents. The Independents lost, and the event marked a pivotal moment in the consolidation of old-line Democratic power in the state, which would go unchallenged until the Civil Rights conflicts of
the Sixties.
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The current illustrated brochure, produced by the main-line Democrats, was intended to
show that despite rejection of KKK support the Party remained staunch in its support of
the principle of White Supremacy. First page provides brief text and lists members of the
Party’s Executive Committee and Honorary Vice Chairmen (among whom was future Supreme Court justice Hugo Black); remaining three pages reproduce ten captioned political
caricatures lampooning the campaign tactics of the apostate Democrats and the Republicans. An unusual item; not located in OCLC.
$150		

ORDER

SPECIALISTS IN THE HISTORY, ART,
& LITERATURE OF AMERICAN
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

2. ALLEN, Marilyn R.
White Man! What of the Night?

• Radical Politics
• Anarchism

Salt Lake City: By the author, [1959]. Gate-fold leaflet, 15cm x
14cm. Single sheet folded to make 6pp. Printed on newsprint.
Slightly tanned, else Near Fine.

• Communism
• Proletarian Art & Literature

Anti-integration tract by the author best-known for her 1949
screed Alien Races and Mongrelization. “...since the warren
Court’s communistic race-mixing decision was admittedly
NOT based in and on the Constitution (nor on precedent), but
on alien socialistic doctrine and Organized Minority pressure,
it is therefore null and void.” Not located in OCLC.

• Labor History
• Civil Rights
• Gender Studies
• &c.

$45		
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3. [AMERICAN ANTI-COMMUNIST MILITIA]
Broadside: Emmett Till Is Alive

Kansas City: American Anti-Communist Militia, [1955]. Small broadside, ca. 22cm x 14cm (8-1/2” x 5-1/2”). Printed rectoonly in black ink on yellow laid paper. Faint creases and pencil markings; Near Fine.

Subscribe to catalogs and personalized weekly inventory updates at
WWW.LORNEBAIR.COM

Contends that “Nigger” Till was “..whisked away into hiding by the NAACP,” is still alive and well in California, and that
the entire Till incident was “...a hoax created by the Jewish inspired NAACP to implement racial hatred.” An iconic document of the Civil Rights era, pictured in Metress, The Lynching of Emmett Till: A Documentary Narrative (2002). OCLC
gives two locations, under a slightly variant title.
$200		

ORDER

4. [AMERICAN NAZI PARTY] National Socialist White People’s Party
Broadside: Special Rights for Black Savages??

Arlington, VA: National Socialist White People’s Party, N.d. [after 1968]. Broadside, 11” x 8.5”, printed recto only on newsprint.
Slightly tanned with 1” loss at upper right margin, not affecting text; Good.
Recruiting broadside for the NSWPP, the successor organization to George Lincoln Rockwell’s American Nazi Party. Gives headquarters address as 2507 North Franklin Road, Arlington, VA, where the group moved following the assassination of Rockwell.
$75		

ORDER

5. [AMERICAN NAZI PARTY] ROCKWELL, George Lincoln
This Time the World

Glendale: Parliament House, 1963. Octavo (22cm). Original cloth-covered
boards; 440pp; illus. Second, slightly expanded edition. No dustjacket (as
issued). A quite presentable copy of this cheaply-produced book. Text
tanned, as is unavoidable with this title; endpapers darkened from binding
adhesive; still a tightly bound, well-preserved copy, Very Good. Includes
many photographic text illustrations (halftones).
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Scarce self-published autobiography of George Lincoln Rockwell (19181967), founder and first Fuehrer of the American Nazi Party. In addition
to covering the high points of his life, the author here lays out his plans
for putting a permanent end to “Jew-treason and race-mixing.” Rockwell,
strongly influenced by Joseph McCarthy, drifted into far-right politics following a successful naval career in WWII. He was assassinated in 1967,
reputedly by a former follower.

• Radical Politics
• Anarchism
• Communism

• Gender Studies

The first two editions of This Time The World were hand-assembled by
Rockwell and his associates in batches of no more than a few hundred copies; as they were printed and bound using materials comparable in quality
to the ideas contained in them, very few of these early printings have survived. SINGERMAN 1059.

• &c.
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6. [ANTISEMITIC PROPAGANDA] American Jewish Committee
To Bigotry No Sanction: A Documented Analysis of Anti-Semitic Propaganda

New York: The American Jewish Committee, 1944. 12mo. Staple-bound pamphlet. Illustrated card wrappers; 80pp. Mild dusting;
Near Fine.
A systematic exposé, issued during the height of anti-Nazi sentiment in the U.S., of American anti-Semitic activities in the realms of
economics, the Arts, etc. Includes a 2-pp bibliography.
Subscribe to catalogs and personalized weekly inventory updates at
WWW.LORNEBAIR.COM

$25		

ORDER

7. BONNER, J.S. [John] (ed)
K. Lamity’s Harpoon. Ten Issues, 1908-1909

Austin, TX: J.S. Bonner, 1908-9. Ten monthly issues. Each quarto (ca. 29cm), staplebound self-wrappers; 40pp per issue. Varying wear to covers, but each issue complete and
generally in Very Good or better condition.
Includes Vol. 6 # 1 (March 1, 1908); 6-7, 9-12; Vol 7 # 1-3 (May 1, 1909).
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Ten representative issues of this idiosyncratic, deeply racist and intentionally controversial monthly paper, published from 1903 to 1925. Bonner (1856-1935), whose prose
style is reminiscent of fellow Texas iconoclast William C. Brann (albeit with a decidedly
Christian and white supremacist bent), provided most of the editorial content. Subjects
included Texas and national politics, moral tales, poetry and short stories. But Bonner’s
main preoccupation was with the Race Question, which he reduced to fairly simple terms:
“Take any city in the South - I care not where it is located - line up every negro man inside
the corporation, and I will guarantee that 80 per cent are eating more than they earn or
produce, and that they obtain said livelihood either by petty theft or from the labor or vice
of the negro women ... Now, I just pause to ask - Isn’t that a hell of an aggregation that is
clamoring for equal rights, equal privileges, and social recognition with free-born, pureblooded American white men and women?” Feature articles include a mass lynching in
Sabine County, Texas (Bonner was not opposed); the “Ethnological Status” of the Negro
(beast, not man); Miscegenation in Delaware; Forced deportation of Negroes to Liberia,
etc. OCLC notes 8 holding institutions, most in Texas.
$400		

ORDER
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8. BLACKSCHLEGER, Herb
Hide!

Boston: Meador Publishing Company, 1959. Octavo (21cm). Maroon faux-leather boards; dustjacket; 297pp; illus. Inscribed
by the author on front endpaper, dated “April 10, AK113.” Clean, tight copy in pictorial dustwrapper with a few small chips
to edges; Very Good. The use of the Klan dating system (“AK” being an acronym for “Anno Klan”) would suggest that the
inscription dates from ca. 1978.
The author, a right-wing Christian conspiracist, attacks communism, socialism, and capitalism in equal measure, along
with evolutionary theory, modern psychology, vaccination, and practical jokes. The general tenor of the book can be gathered from the caption to a cartoon on page 103: “An entire nation brainwashed for decades by mind-control experts and by
text books which should be burned.” Includes a chapter on food additives. Roughly half of the text is set in all caps.
$50		
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9. BRITTON, Frank L. (ed)
The American Nationalist. Six issues, together with several broadsides
and promotional circulars

Inglewood, CA: American Nationalist, 1954-7. Varying formats & conditions. Six issues of
Britton’s bi-weekly American Nationalist newsletter; two broadsides; one other racist circular; order blanks and return envelopes. Together, eleven pieces. Includes the following issues:
Vol 2 (1954), nos. 19-20, 24, 26; Vol 4 (1956), no. 51; Vol 5 (1957), no. 51. One broadside
advertises Operation Nightmare: The Story of America’s Betrayal in Korea and the United Nations; the second is an anti-mongrelization tract, with several halftones of inter-racial couples
above alarmist captions. Also includes a small (8cm x 22cm) hand-bill proclaiming that “U.
of Michigan Co-eds Okay Mixed Dates.” A few pieces with light edgewear and soiling; Good
to Very Good.
American Nationalist was the racist and anti-Semitic house organ of Frank L. Britton, a California anti-Communist crusader who was one of the first to announce the presence antiAmerican influences in Hollywood. Content of the current issues is about equally divided
between Jew-baiting and exposure of the plot to “mongrelize” the United States through interracial marriage (also, not surprisingly, a Jewish plot).
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10. CAPELL, Frank
Robert F. Kennedy: Emerging American Dictator

Zarephath, NJ: Herald of Freedom, 1968. Quarto (28cm). Mimeographed, staple-bound wrappers; 18pp. Closed tear to
rear wrapper; minor external soil; Very Good.
Extreme right-wing attack on Robert F. Kennedy, intended to de-rail Kennedy’s 1968 Presidential campaign. From the
pen of the Kennedys’ arch-nemesis, the racist, anti-communist, anti-Semitic conspiracy theorist Frank Alphonse Capell.
Connects the Kennedy clan to an international communist conspiracy; assails Kennedy for forcing integration on an
unwilling South, and accuses him of covering up the murder of Marilyn Monroe (for which see also Item 12 below).
Capell was the editor of The Herald Of Freedom, a right-wing newsletter issued from the historic Klan enclave of Zarephath, New Jersey.
$85		
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11. CAPELL, Frank A.
The Strange Death of Marilyn Monroe

(Staten Island, NY): The Herald of Freedom, 1964. Octavo (24cm). Pictorial red staplebound wrappers, 70pp, illus. One of two different editions published in 1964, of undetermined priority. Fine.
An investigation by Frank A. Capell, right wing anti-communist crusader and editor of the bi-weekly publications The Herald of
Freedom and Metropolitan Review. Capell claims Marilyn Monroe’s death was not a suicide but rather a plot by the communist politicians and celebrities surrounding her (these were reputed to include Robert Kennedy, Rep. Emanuel Celler, publicist Pat Newcomb,
and Monroe’s doctor, Hyman Engelberg). Capell was the first journalist to allege a romantic connection between Monroe and RFK.
$50		

ORDER
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12. CAPELL, Frank A.
The Untouchables - Books 1 and 2
SPECIALISTS IN THE HISTORY, ART,
& LITERATURE OF AMERICAN
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Zarephath, NJ: Herald Of Freedom, 1966-69. Two quarto
volumes (28cm). Staple-bound wrappers with taped spines,
as issued; unpaginated. Minor external wear; Very Good.

• Communism

Reprints of selected issues of Capell’s ultranationalist biweekly newsletter, The Herald Of Freedom, issued from
1966-74. Book Two has the address label of The Christian
Nationalist Crusade applied over the publisher’s imprint.

• Proletarian Art & Literature

$85		
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13. [CITIZENS’ COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW ORLEANS]
Broadside: NOTICE! To All White Citizens Greetings: Stop Buying Ford Cars and Trucks and other Ford
Products

New Orleans: Citizens’ Council of Greater New Orleans, N.d. [ca 1966]. Small broadside (ca 22cm x 15cm - 9” x 6”). Printed recto
only, in black ink on newsprint. Paper slightly aged; corner-creases; Very Good or better.
Calls for a boycott on Ford products because “for years...Ford profits have been distributed to integration and civil rights organizations to fight the white people of the South, by forcing them to associate with negroes.” Undated, but we note that other extant
versions of this circular, printed on both sides of the sheet, reprint a 1966 New Orleans Times-Picayune article. The New Orleans
Citizens’ Council had long historical connections with the Louisiana Klan; it was organized in the mid-1950s by the prominent segregationist politican Leander Perez.
$50		

ORDER

14. CLOSE, Upton [pseud Josef Washington Hall] and John Howland SNOW
The Plan to Enslave Congress and You (Revealed and Documented)

Washington: Broadcasts Inc., 1950. Octavo (23cm). Printed card wrappers; 96pp. Inscribed on front wrapper by Upton Close, to “Patriot
Perkins.” Mild external wear; Very Good.
A supposed expose of Socialist influence in Congress, with dire warnings of the liberal Democrats’ plan to “impose total state control”
on the American people. “Upton Close,” the pseudonym of Josef Washington Hall (1894-1960), was a popular right-wing radio commentator and pamphleteer. He rose to prominence during the Great Depression as a strident New Deal critic; after WWII he became
closely affiliated with the anti-Semitic propagandist Gerald L.K. Smith.
$50		

ORDER
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15. COTTER, Hilary and R. De Roiste
World Dictatorship by 1955? Why Forrestal Threw Himself Out of The Window

Framlingham, Suffolk: Nationalist Information Bureau, 1951. 12mo (18cm). Original printed wrappers; 77pp. Wrappers, front
and end matter somewhat foxed; text clean and tight; Good or better.

SPECIALISTS IN THE HISTORY, ART,
& LITERATURE OF AMERICAN
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Maintains that James V. Forrestal, American Secretary of Defense under Truman, committed suicide over remorse at having
been used as an unwitting tool in the vast Zionist conspiracy. “The existance [sic] of a conspiracy for enslaving the world can no
longer be denied...the great conspiracy aims at establishing a one-world super-government to rule over a tamed and conquered
humanity...” SINGERMAN 0832.

• Radical Politics
• Anarchism
• Communism

$60		
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16. COUGHLIN, Rev. Charles E. (ed)
Social Justice. Vol I, no. 1 (March 13, 1936)

Royal Oak, MI: Social Justice Publishing Company, 1936. Tabloid (41cm). On newsprint; 16pp; illus. Horizontal mailing-fold; slight
raggedness to page margins; Good.
First issue of Father Charles Coughlin’s right-wing weekly. Marked “Sample Copy” in left margin; according to the introductory essay, 500,000 copies were printed of the first issue. Includes several anti-New Deal articles, a long indictment of the Federal Reserve,
and an attack on CBS for giving air time to Earl Browder. Coughlin was perhaps the most widely influential anti-Semite in the history of American political discourse; his weekly radio broadcasts numberedover 10 million listeners.
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$75		
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17. ELSOM, John R.
Lightning Over the Treasury Building; or, An Expose
of Our Banking and Currency Monstrosity - America’s
Most Reprehensible and Un-American Racket

Boston: Meador Publishing Co., (1941). Fifth edition. Small octavo
(20cm). Pictorial wrappers; 111pp. Staple-rot to endpapers; scattered
foxing; Very Good.
Oft-reprinted and widely circulated “exposé” of the global banking
conspiracy, under the control of Jewish oligarchs and the Federal Reserve. SINGERMAN 0582.
$25		

ORDER
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18. [FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS] WHITE, C.
Broadside: Wanted Dead Or Alive

SPECIALISTS IN THE HISTORY, ART,
& LITERATURE OF AMERICAN
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Hendersonville, NC: Fighting American Nationalists, 1975. Broadside, 11” x 8-1/2” (ca. 28 x 22cm). Printed rectoonly on a single sheet of standard xerographic paper. Original mailing folds; margins toned; Good.
Broadside simulating a typical “Wanted” poster, depicting an African-American in caricature; the subject is identified as “Levi Coon,” alias “Jigaboo, Baboon, Ape....he has been known to be led by communist Jews in a conspiracy
to destroy America and the White race. He is believed to be armed with a razor, a gas bomb, a Star of David, and a
bottle of Sweet Lucy wine.” One of the more horrific pieces of racist propaganda we have encountered. The “Fighting American Nationalists” was a racist hate group, reputedly established by George Lincoln Rockwell in the mid1960s as a front for the American Nazi Party.
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19. FRY, L.
Waters Flowing Eastward: The War Against the Kingship of Christ
Winchester, Virginia USA
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London: Britons Publishing Society, 1953. Fourth Edition, considerably revised and enlarged. Small octavo (19cm);
maroon cloth boards, lettered in gilt on spine; dustjacket; 267pp. With printed memorial to the Reverend Denis Fahey,
signed in print by Fry, applied to front endpaper. Volume slightly dusty and worn, with board-corners bumped; prelims
and rear matter moderately foxed; jacket with a few chips and closed tears; Good to Very Good, and better than usually
seen for this cheaply-made book.
First printing of the substantially revised 1953 edition. First published in 1931, this widely-quoted anti-Semitic “classic” maintains the veracity of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and proclaims the evils of political Zionism. This edition
prepared under the editorial direction of the anti-Semitic Irish priest Denis Fahey. SINGERMAN 0882.
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20. GOFF, Kenneth
Hitler and the 20th Century Hoax

Englewood, CO: by the Author, [ca. 1954]. Small octavo (19cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; pictorial wrappers; 72pp. This copy with distribution stamp
of The Women’s Voice inside rear wrapper. Mild external wear; text mildly tanned; Very Good. With laid-in prospectus from the author, printed recto
only on a pink legal-size sheet.
The author contends that Hitler was a puppet of the Kremlin, was of Jewish origin, and that Wall Street Jews paved his way to power. SINGERMAN
0905. OCLC notes 5 locations.
$95		

ORDER

21. GORDON, Rev. James L.
The Destiny of the Anglo-Saxon Race

LORNE BAIR
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San Francisco: First Congregational Church, n.d. [ca 1917]. Staple-bound leaflet, 23cm x
10cm; illustrated wrappers, 8pp. Near Fine.
The author, a Congregationalist minister, views the German War as a trial for the ascendancy
of the Anglo-Saxon race: “...I believe that the Anglo-Saxon Race - all English-speaking peoples - fits into the outlines of Biblical prophecy...I believe that the world should be directed
and dominated by the best race which time has ever produced...the Anglo-Saxon race will
lead the world: and its theatre of action, for the next five hundred years, will be the Continent
of North America.” Not located via OCLC
$60		

ORDER
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22. [HUBBARD, L. Ron]
Brain-Washing. A Synthesis of the Russian Text Book on Psychopolitics. Including an Address by Beria, Formerly Head of the Russian
Secret Police

Burbank: American Public Relations Forum, [ca 1958]. Staple-bound pamphlet. Textured
buff wrappers, printed in black; 56pp. Clean, bright and unmarked; Near Fine. Early reprint
of this infamous forgery, originally published in 1955 and falsely attributed to the Chief of
Stalin’s Secret Police. This issue contains the two sections of remarks by Rep. Usher Burdick
of North Dakota, but not the Preface which was added for the 1959 edition. Issued under the
imprint of the American Public Relations Forum, a conservative Catholic women’s group
founded in 1952.
Called by David Seed “one of the strangest publications of the Cold War,” Brain-Washing
purports to reprint a secret Soviet document on mass mind-control techniques. Among the
document’s many astounding claims is that “every chair of psychology in the United States
is occupied by persons in our [Communist] connection.” Hubbard himself began distributing the pamphlet to law enforcement agencies as early as 1955; the forgery was sufficiently
sophisticated to be taken seriously by Eisenhower’s National Security Council (see SEED,
Brainwashing: the Fictions of Mind Control, Kent: 2004). While authorship has long been attributed to Hubbard, no one to our knowledge has drawn the clear connection between this
pamphlet and the contemporary hysteria surrounding the Alaska Mental Health Bill of 1956,
widely decried as the “Siberia Act” by conservative conspiracy theorists who claimed the law
would be used to subject anyone outside the liberal political mainstream to psychiatric testing and, of course, subsequent banishment.
$75		

ORDER

23. [ILLUMINATI CONSPIRACY] CARR, William Guy
Pawns in the Game

Los Angeles: Angriff Press, N.d. (ca 1975). Octavo (23cm). Pictorial card wrappers with plastic comb binding; 193, (6)pp. Private ownership markings to first leaf (preceding half-title); comb binding partially broken; moderate wear; a Good, sound copy.
Undated reprint (Singerman posits a date of ca. 1975) of Carr’s highly influential conspiracist work, in which he blames “all wars and
revolutions in modern history...as planned steps in the Illuminati’s lust for power through the use of communism, Nazism, and Zionism,
all violent movements directed by the ‘Luciferian conspiracy against God and man’” SINGERMAN 0921.
$50		

ORDER
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24. [ILLUMINATI CONSPIRACY] FAGAN, Myron
Illuminati: The Council on Foreign Relations. Expose by Myron Fagan. Volumes 1-3

Hollywood: Cinema Educational Guild, 1967. Three 12” vinyl audio discs, in original pictorial card jackets and
anti-static archival inner sleeves (probably later). Discs in fine playing condition, with excellent gloss to vinyl,
free of scratches; apparently unplayed. Jackets show trivial external rubbing and wear; Near Fine.

• Radical Politics
• Anarchism
• Communism

Rare set of audio recordings by Myron Fagan, purporting to reveal “...the beginning of the One-World enslavement plot that was launched two centuries ago by one Adam Weishaupt, an apostate Catholic Priest,
who, financed by the House of Rothschild, created what he called THE ILLUMINATI.” Jacket copy provides
instructions for use, including: “Play this for the unaware, uninformed and well meaning people who desire
to hear the truth - Don’t waste your time on the hard core socialists who have already repudiated principle.”

• Proletarian Art & Literature
• Labor History
• Civil Rights
• Gender Studies

$150		
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25. [ILLUMINATI CONSPIRACY] FAGAN, Myron C.
U.N. Is U.S. Cancer

Hollywood, CA: Cinema Education Guild, 1952. Small octavo (20cm). Printed card wrappers; 28pp. Mild external wear; Near Fine.

Subscribe to catalogs and personalized weekly inventory updates at
WWW.LORNEBAIR.COM

Anti-communist attack on the United Nations, based on an address to the Fellows of the Cinema Educational Guild in 1952. Fagan (18871972) began his career as a Hollywood screenwriter in the Thirties; during the Depression he became increasingly interested in far right
causes and the International Conspiracy; by the late Forties he had founded the Cinema Education Guild to expose what he saw as the
looming “communist conspiracy in Hollywood.” Fagan was a key figure in the development of the modern “Illuminati” conspiracy, which
contends that a shadowy, internationalist cabal, composed of politicians and financiers and organized through the Council on Foreign
Relations, is plotting for world domination (see Item 24, above).
$50		

ORDER

26. [INTERNATIONAL JEWISH CONSPIRACY] [ARCAND, Adrien]
The [KEY] to the Mystery. Almost suddenly the world in general, and all countries in particular,
have been thrown into a real hell...

Chicago: Women’s Voice, [1955]. Tabloid (47cm); 16pp. Horizontal and vertical folds from mailing (presumably as issued), with
brief loss at central fold (without loss of sense); covers lightly foxed; brief chips to margins; still Very Good.
According to Singerman, this is a reprint of a brochure originally issued in 1934 by the Ligue Feminine Anti-Communiste de
Montreal, regarded by one authority “as undoubtedly the most vicious defamation of the Jewish people ever published in Canada.” Authorship has been attributed, with good basis, to the Canadian fascist politician Adrien Arcand. An advertisement for
Arcand’s National Unity Party of Canada appears on p.15 of the current version. SINGERMAN 0933.
$75		

ORDER
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27. [JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY] NEWBERRY, Mike
The Fascist Revival: The Inside Story of the John Birch Society

New York: New Century Publishers, 1961. 12mo. Staple-bound pamphlet. Printed
wrappers; 47pp. Near Fine.
Exposé of the history and tactics of the John Birchers, issued by a mainstream Communist publisher. The author was a regular contributor to Masses & Mainstream.
$25		

ORDER
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28. KLEIN, Henry H
Sanhedrin Produced World Destruction. The Old Test Testament Versus the talmud and the Protocols. The
Poison in the Jews Cup. The United States of the U.N.O. [Title from rear wrapper: “The Four In One”]

Chicago: Women’s Voice, N.d. [ca 1944-46]. Small octavo (20cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; 24pp. Printed on newsprint; text slightly tanned,
with scattered foxing; still a clean, Very Good copy.
Four essays by Klein, a prominent Jewish “renegade” who specialized in anti-Semitic tracts, most published by the ultraconservative The
Women’s Voice. SINGERMAN 0657.
Subscribe to catalogs and personalized weekly inventory updates at
WWW.LORNEBAIR.COM

$95		
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29. [KU KLUX KLAN]
The Klan Unmasked

N.p., N.d. [1922?]. Small octavo (19cm). Staple-bound pamphlet. Original printed wrappers;
14pp. Light wear and soil; ink hand-stamp to front cover (“St. Vincent’s Catholic Church”);
Very Good.
Anonymously-produced anti-Klan leaflet, possibly published for distribution at anti-Klan rallies. Collects statements from the popular press discrediting the Klan’s literature and activities;
since much of the content attacks the Klan’s statements against Catholicism, we assume the
sponsoring organization to have been a Catholic church, parish, or diocese, possibly in the
South. Uncommon; OCLC gives only one institutional holding (Duke). Not to be confused
with the rather common 1923 book by W.J. Simmons, also titled The Klan Unmasked.
$125		
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30. [KU KLUX KLAN]
The Seven Symbols of The Klan. Imperial Instructions Document No. II.
Series A.D. 1960, A.K. LXXXXIV. Being Official Instructions in K-uno in
the border Realm of Karacter [&c...]

N.p. [Tuscaloosa, AL]: Office of the Imperial Wizard, 1960. Tri-fold brochure, 22cm; single
sheet folded to make 6pp. Front cover graphic of a hooded Klansman on horseback. Fine.
Brief exegeses on each of the seven “sacred symbols” of the Klan: The Bible, The Cross, The
Flag, The Sword, The Water, The Robe and The Hood. Of the latter, the author writes: “...Who
can look upon a multitude of white robed Klansmen without thinking of the equality and unselfishness of that throng of white robed saints in the GLORY LAND?” An uncommon Klan
item; OCLC gives one location only (Wisconsin Historical Soc).
$50		

ORDER
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31. GAFFNEY, Albert Sydney
The Son of a Klansman

Kansas City: Franklin Hudson Publishers, (1926). Octavo (19cm). Publisher’s tan pictorial cloth boards, stamped in brown; dustjacket;
317pp; illus. Bit of rubbing at tips of corners; ownership markings; else a tight, Near Fine copy in the very fragile and uncommon
pictorial dustwrapper, substantially complete but with small losses at spine ends, flap folds, and rear panel (not affecting text). Three
leaves of plates by Frederick C. Dahn.
An “allegorical, historical novel” set in the Kentucky mountains and the Philippines during the Spanish-American War. A rough-hewn
but decent hillbilly does battle against a scheming rival, at home and abroad. The KKK theme is tangential, but the author clearly regards the values of the Klan, and its “wonderful work in restoring peace and good will in the South after the war,” as laudable. Of Albert
Sydney Gaffney we find no biographical information in the expected sources. Based on the book’s very detailed (if atrociously-written)
accounts of the Philippine conflict, we suspect he had first-hand experience in the Spanish-American War. A somewhat uncommon
book, moreso in dustwrapper. Despite a pronounced Kentucky hillbilly theme, missed by Boger.
$250		

ORDER

32. [KU KLUX KLAN]
Broadside: The Klan’s Answer To Lyndon Johnson

[Selma, AL: Invisible Empire, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 1965]. Broadside, 11” x 8-1/2” (28cm x 22cm). Printed
recto-only in black ink, on coated paper. Faint, light creases to margins, else Fine.
Broadside addressed to LBJ in the wake of the Selma to Montgomery marches. Makes reference to Johnson’s antiKKK proclamation on March 26, 1965, following the murder of Viola Liuzzo; also refers to the murder of Unitarian minister James Reeb. Concludes: “...The Klan will disband when every Communist and Integrationist is driven
from our shores. We will fight with every means at our disposal - the ballot box, in the swamps, or in the hills, if
necessary, for we shall never surrender!” Not located in OCLC.
$125		

33. [KU KLUX KLAN]
Constitution and Laws of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan

LORNE BAIR
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Atlanta: Imperial Palace, Invisible Empire Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 1921. Narrow octavo (21cm x 10cm). Staple-bound, illustrated wrappers; 34pp. Moderate
wear, including partial split to bound edge of wrappers; still a Good, sound copy.
One of four different versions of this KKK membership manual published in 1921;
this, apparently, intended as an abridged vest-pocket reference (the other issues were
of 96 and 113pp). This issue scarce; OCLC gives only 2 locations; none others in
commerce.
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34. [KU KLUX KLAN]
Constitution and Laws of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan

Atlanta: Imperial Palace, Invisible Empire Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
1921. Small, square 16mo (10cm x 10cm); 96pp. Illustrated wrappers; 96pp.
Moderate external wear; front wrapper detached; Good.
One of at least three different versions of this KKK membership manual
published in 1921. With sections dedicated to organization, hierarchy, ceremonies, and by-laws.
$85		
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35. [KU KLUX KLAN]
The Practice of Klanishness. Imperial Instructions Document No.1, Series AD. 1924, AK. LVIII

Atlanta: Imperial Palace Invisible Empire Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 1924. Narrow octavo (21cm x 10cm). Staple-bound, illustrated
wrappers; 8pp. Mild external wear; Very Good.
Described as a “First Lesson in the Science and Art of Klankraft....Being Official Instructions in K-uno in the border Realm of Karacter
from the one who traversed the Realm of the Unknown...”
$75		

ORDER

36. [KU KLUX KLAN] [KNIGHTS OF THE GREEN FOREST]
The Principle of Knights of the Green Forest, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan [with] A Message From the
Knights of the Green Forest, Inc.

LORNE BAIR
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Tupelo, MS: Ku Klux Klan, N.d. (ca 1965-67). (1) Recruiting brochure, printed on two sides of a single 20cm x 27cm sheet, designed as a tri-fold
leaflet (but this copy unfolded, apparently unissued); Fine. (2) Small broadside (22cm x 28cm), printed recto-only in green ink; text in two columns; Fine.
Two items printed and issued by the Tupelo, Missisissippi branch of the KKK at the height of the Civil
Rights movement. Both items offer the standard mix
of racist, anti-Semitic, and anti-Communist arguments for the decline of American civilization. The
recruiting brochure makes reference to Brown vs.
Board of Education, stating that “...the NAACP is a
subversive organization, and is infiltrated with Communistic idealogies [sic] and should be abolished by
legal means.” The broadside decries the gradual brainwashing of the average American by the “red poison”
of “impostors with forged credentials claiming great
knowledge as physicians and patriots...television,
radio, newspaper, church literature, magazines, and
school books were injected and placed in the hands
of the illiterate and the very young....our communication systems are being used by the communist party
to brainwash our young people, as well as a few of the
not too bright adults...”
$85		

ORDER
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37. [KU KLUX KLAN] ETHERIDGE, Paul S. (introd)
Klansman’s Manual
Subscribe to catalogs and personalized weekly inventory updates at
WWW.LORNEBAIR.COM

N.p. [Atlanta?]: Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 1924. Octavo (22.5cm). Textured brown card wrappers, printed in black; 86, [10]pp. Minor
external wear and soil; Very Good. Ten blank pages for notes at rear.
A complete manual of training for the Klan initiate, “to be instructed in the principles and methods of the order.” Includes sections on history, hierarchy, ceremonies, duties of officers, and a Penal Code for offending members. Concludes with the Klan Loyalty Oath. Uncommon,
and a key early Klan document.
$250		

ORDER

38. [KU KLUX KLAN] [SHEET MUSIC] SEALE, Walter B. and Adger M. PACE
Wake Up!! America and Kluck, Kluck, Kluck

Lawrenceburg, TN: James D. Vaughan, 1924. Quarto (32cm). Pictorial card covers; 3pp. Mild cover wear
and soil; ink ownership signatures to front cover; Very Good. Also includes the Adger Pace composition
“Sweet Little Girl of Mine” inside front wrapper.
A cheery little K.K.K. recruiting anthem, beginning: “...If you want to be happy, just sing a little song, And
join the mighty army of the K.K. throng...” Rare; OCLC gives only one location (Mississippi).
$250		

ORDER

39. [KU KLUX KLAN] GALLIGAN, George
In Bloody Williamson: The Story of My Four
Years Fight with the Ku Klux Klan by Former
Sheriff George Galligan, in Collaboration with
Jack Wilkinson, His Chief Deputy

LORNE BAIR

(Carbondale, IL): By the Author, 1927. Octavo. Pictorial wrappers; 128p; illus. Light wear and soil; small creased to corners;
Very Good.
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Insider’s account of the battle against the Klan’s open reign of
terror in Williamson County, Illinois; during the author’s tenure the Klan numbered over 2,000 members and controlled
the County Board of Governors. Scarce pamphlet, reprinted
by the local Historical Society in 1987, but quite scarce in the
first edition; OCLC finds just 7 locations.
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The Ku Klux Klan: Yesterday Today and Forever
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[Atlanta: Invisible Empire of the Ku Klux Klan, ca 1921]. Staple-bound pamphlet, 22cm x 9.5cm (9”
x 4”). Original pictorial wrappers; [12pp]. Faint corner creases, else Near Fine.
Recruiting brochure, offering a brief history of the Klan, the circumstances leading to its re-birth in
the 1915, and outlining the elements of the modern Klan’s Constitution and prerequisites to “Citizenship in the Invisible Empire.” The author was founder (in 1915) of the modern Klan and its Imperial
Wizard until 1921. This brochure undated, but makes reference to the “recent purchasse” by the Klan
of Lanier University in Atlanta; that purchase took place in 1921.
$75		
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41. [KU KLUX KLAN] [ALABAMA] TEPPER, Sol H.
Ten Big Questions Regarding the Death of Reverend Reeb in Selma, Alabama

Selma, AL: by the Author, 1966. Quarto (28cm); [7pp], with additional laid-in material. Faint foxing to a few
leaves, else Very Good.
Leaflet written and distributed by a Selma resident in the wake of the James Reeb murder trial. Reeb, a Unitarian minister, was beaten to death by a white mob on the streets of Selma in March, 1965. Three men were
arrested, but were acquitted by an all-white jury. The present work contends that the evidence in the case
implicated not Reeb’s white assailants but rather Reeb’s colleagues in SNCC and Rev. King himself: “...King
was in need of a martyr...the various groups preaching racial hatred such as SLICK, SNICK, CORE, and the
NAACP and others....were unable to produce such a martyr after weeks and weeks of the most terrible and
perilous agitation that a group ever inflicted upon a formerly quiet, peaceful, law-abiding city....it is not too
difficult to see who would benefit from Reverend Reeb’s death.” Tepper claims that Reeb’s SNCC companions
intentionally delayed his transportation to a hospital, then purposefully aggravated his injuries during the
ambulance ride.

LORNE BAIR

Laid in are a number of ancillary materials, all relating to the 1965 incidents in Selma. Included are a 4-pp
letter for mass mailing written by Selma Sheriff James Clark, justifying his department’s actions during the
marches and casting any blame for the violence on President Johnson; two small mimeographed broadsides
with racist content; an offprint from The Congressional Record of April 27, 1965, giving the testimony of Alabama congressman William L. Dickinson; and, finally, a recruiting brochure for the Selma branch of the Ku
Klux Klan.
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Together, six items. It is unclear whether these materials were printed simultaneously to comprise a “recruiting packet” for the Selma Klan, or if they were simply gathered and assembled by a previous owner. Their
stylistic and topical cohesion would suggest the former, but as none of these items has been catalogued by an
OCLC member institution, either together or individually, we can offer nothing better than conjecture. In any
case, we offer the items as a group, as found by us.
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42. [KU KLUX KLAN] WHITE, Bishop Alma
Heroes of the Fiery Cross. Illustrated by Rev. Branford Clarke

Zarephath, NJ: The Good Citizen, 1928. Small octavo (19cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 200pp. Just mild wear, including a minor spot of erosion at base of spine; bit of ink bleed onto endpapers (from binding); easily Very Good or better. A well-preserved
example; uncommon thus. Not in Singerman.
Racist, anti-Catholic and anti-Semitic encomium to the KKK, by the founder and spiritual leader of the Pillar of Fire Church. Includes chapters on the “Roman Catholic-Hebrew Alliance;” “Mussolini, Rome and the Reds;” “The Bible in Public Schools” [good];
“Immigration” [bad]; etc. Numerous illustrations, including twenty caricatures by Branford Clarke. The Pillar of Fire Church,
established by Alma White in 1901 and still in existence, is an ultra-conservative Pentecostal sect with strong ties to the KKK and
other White Supremacist movements.
$200		

ORDER

43. LEESE, Arnold
The Legalised Cruelty of Shechita: The Jewish Method of Cattle-Slaughter

Guildford, Surrey: By the author, N.d. [ca 1939]. Octavo (21cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; printed wrappers; 11pp; illus. Mild soil and
creasing; Very Good.
Leese, a retired veterinarian and Grand Fuehrer of the Imperial Fascist League, attacks Shechita, the Jewish method of ritual slaughter,
and states that its abolition will be among the first priorities upon the establishment of a fascist state in Great Britain. This tract was
reprinted by Leese in 1951, and from time to time by a variety of other anti-Semitic groups, but the first edition is rare; OCLC notes
only two locations, none in North America. SINGERMAN 0484.
$150		

ORDER
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44. LEESE, Arnold
Racial Inequality In Europe

Guildford, Surrey: By the author, (1947). Octavo (21cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; printed wrappers; 8pp. Pencil notations to front
cover, else Near Fine.

• Radical Politics
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Leese was the Grand Fuehrer of the Imperial Fascist League. In this pamphlet he attempts to establish a “scientific” basis for the superiority of the “Nordic” European type, which he differentiates from the “Mediterranean,” the “Dinaric,” the “Alpine,” and the “East
Baltic.” “In no single case in Europe,” he writes, “has a really great civilisation been founded by other than the Nordic people.” An
uncommon Leese tract; not in Singerman; OCLC gives only two locations.
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45. LEESE, Arnold
Devilry in the Holy Land

London: Imperial Fascist League, (1938). Octavo (21.5cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; illustrated wrappers; 16pp. Minor toning and
wear; Very Good.
Attack on Zionism, claiming that the Jews will use Jerusalem as “the Centre of the future Jewish World Government;” calls for a British
alliance with the Arabs to defeat the Jews. SINGERMAN 0439.
Subscribe to catalogs and personalized weekly inventory updates at
WWW.LORNEBAIR.COM
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46. LEESE, Arnold
Broadside: Democracy Is Death By Jewry! Find Out Why!

Guildford: Arnold Leese, N.d. [1950?]. Small broadside (22cm x 14.5cm). Printed recto-only on a single sheet of newsprint. Mild
toning and edge-creasing; Very Good.
Promotional broadside for Leese’s Bureau of Anti-Jewish Information and the Britons Publishing Society. Graphic features a
wealthy Jew lashing the backs of both Labour and Conservative politicans as they lick his boots. The caption states, “Bolshevism’s Soft Underbelly is the Jew!” Not in Singerman.
$85		

ORDER
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47. LEESE, Arnold
Bolshevism is Jewish!
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London: The Imperial Fascist League, 1939. Octavo (22cm x 14cm). Printed, staple-bound wrappers; 11pp. Minor toning; publisher’s hand-stamps to front
and rear wrappers; Very Good. Revised and enlarged edition of a pamphlet originally published in 1933.
Leese’s hand-stamp, below the imprint, states “Removed for the Duration [of the War] to White House, Pewley Hill, Guildford.” SINGERMAN 0254.
$75		
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48. [LEESE, Arnold]
Our Seditious Cartoon Book

Guildford, Surrey: Arnold Leese, [1947]. Octavo (21cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; pictorial wrappers; [16pp]; illus. Faint vertical crease;
minor soiling; Very Good.
Collection of crude and thoroughly scurrilous anti-Semitic caricatures, published by the well-known British fascist Arnold Leese. No
credit is given to the artist(s); the captions are presumably by Leese himself. There was a ca. 1970s reprint by a California publisher, but
the current edition appears truly scarce: OCLC provides only a single, microform location. SINGERMAN 0659 notes a physical copy at
the American Jewish Committee, New York.
$200		
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49. LONG, Huey P.
Broadside: What Higher Cotton Prices Mean To Each State

N.p., n.d. [New Orleans, 1930?]. Tall broadside (45cm x 24cm). Printed recto-only; type in two columns, with table of figures. Mild
creasing to extremities; Very Good to Near Fine.
A broadside supporting Long’s 1931 “Drop-A-Crop” plan, which called for limitations on cotton production in order to support
prices for farmers. Attacks opponents of the plan, who included Governor Sterling of Texas and the Herbert Hoover’s Farm Board.
Signed in print by Long as “Governor State of Louisiana, United States Senator-Elect, Chairman Southern Cotton Conference.” Not
located via OCLC.
$225		
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50. LONG, Huey P.
Broadside: The Share Our Wealth Principles. Roosevelt Promised to
Fulfill Them: Hoover Decleared Them His ‘Conception of America’ But Only Organized Societies Can Force the Keeping of Such Pledges

N.p., n.d. [Washington, 1935?]. Tall folio broadside, 51cm x 28cm. Printed both sides; text
in three columns. Old folds for mailing (as issued), else Very Good. Together with two
offprints from the Congressional Record, reprinting Senate speeches by Long (dated July
19 and 23, 1935); and original mailing envelope with Long’s printed signature.
An attack on FDR’s New Deal and a summary of the principles of Long’s competing “Share
Our Wealth” plan, which included a homesteading allowance to every American family;
a minimum guaranteed income; restrictions on agricultural production and man hours;
and old age pensions, all to be supported “...from the reduction of swollen fortunes from
the top.” A highly characteristic offering from the charismatic Louisiana populist, issued
at the height of his popularity and influence and not more than two months before his assassination in September, 1935.
$450		

ORDER
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51. [LONG, Huey P.] SMITH, Gerald K.
The Spirit and Purpose of Huey Long Shall Never Die. Carry On, Oh Comrades, Carry On! To all
Members of the Share-Our-Wealth Society

Broadside, 28cm x 21.5 cm (ca 11” x 8.5”), printed recto only. Text printed in two columns. Mild toning to paper; a few small nicks
to margins; Very Good.
A Share-Our-Wealth broadside issued immediately after Huey P. Long’s assassination in 1935, announcing: “Beloved Comrades:
Our leader has fallen in the line of duty at the hands of an assassin. The flesh of Huey Long is dead but his spirit lives [...] I was at
the bedside of Senator Long before he died. He breathed this prayer on his deathbed: ‘Oh Lord, don’t let me die. I have a few more
things to do.’” Smith outlines six action points for Share-Our-Wealth supporters, insisting “The Share-Our-Wealth Society will go
on as never before until our ideals are accomplished [...] the blood of Huey Long shall be avenged in the election in January when
we win a new victory in his name...” A very early document from the pen of Gerald L.K. Smith, who would go on to prominence in
the McCarthy era as an ultranationalist, anti-Semitic, white supremacist rabble-rouser (see items 68 & 69, below)—evidence, were
further evidence needed, of the nativist and fascist tendencies of the Kingfish’s political machine. Scarce and important broadside,
possibly the first published account of Long’s oft-quoted (and probably apocryphal) deathbed prayer. OCLC gives two locations
(Historic New Orleans Collection & UC Davis).
$375		

ORDER

52. MARSDEN, Victor E. (“transl”)
Protocols of Meetings of the Learned Elders of Zion. Translated from the Russian of Text by Victor E. Marsden... [COVER TITLE: “Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion”]

N.p., n.d. [Chicago: Women’s Voice, ca 1955?]. Octavo (23pp). Printed white self-wrappers; 96pp. Covers slightly discolored; scattered faint foxing; Good
or better.
No catalog of this nature would be complete without at least one edition of this infamous forgery. The current edition is a cipher: issued entirely sans imprint, but with the ink hand-stamp of the Chicago anti-semitic publisher Women’s Voice inside rear wrapper. This would appear to be an unauthorized
reproduction of one of the many Britons Publishing Society editions issued in the 1940s and 50s, but if so it has clearly been entirely re-set (typed by hand)
and reprinted. The most complete bibliography of editions of The Protocols is Singerman’s Antisemitic Propaganda (1982), but we can find no corresponding edition in that reference.
$45		

ORDER
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53. [MARTIN LUTHER KING] [HIGHLANDER FOLK SCHOOL]
Broadside: Martin Luther King...At Communist Training School

[Athens, GA]: Georgia Commission on Education. N.d. (ca 1957). Broadside, printed recto-only on a single legal-size sheet (ca 36cm x 22cm). Thirteen lines of text and central graphic. Corner and edge tears; soiled and stained, with large boot-impression on verso; still Good and complete, with
no losses to text or graphic.
The graphic reproduces a photograph of Martin Luther King, Abner W. Berry, Aubrey Williams, and Myles Horton in a classroom of the Highlander
Folk School in Monteagle, Tennessee. The text identifies these subjects, calling them the “four horsemen of racial agitation...[who] have brought tension, disturbance, strife and violence in the advancement of the Communist doctrine of ‘racial nationalism.’”
The Highlander Folk School was founded by Don West and Myles Horton in 1953 as a training facility for southern civil rights workers; it was the
frequent subject of attacks from anti-integrationists. The present broadside, issued under the auspices of the Georgia Commission on Education, is
similar to another, larger broadside we have encountered signed in print by Georgia Governor Marvin Griffin. Given the nature of its wear, this copy
appears to have been recovered from a rally or demonstration. OCLC notes only two locations (CSU Sacramento & Historic New Orleans Collection).
$150		

ORDER
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54. MOSLEY, Oswald
Fascism Explained. 10 Points of Fascist Policy

N.p. [London?]: British Union of Fascists, 1933. Small octavo (19cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; original pictorial wrappers; 9pp. Ink stamps
of the British Union of Fascists to front and rear covers; moderate external soiling; grease-pencil notation to front cover; still Good or better.
Contents appear to be from the initial 1933 printing of 1,000,000 copies, but in later issue wrappers, with rear cover advertising a speech by
Walter Mosley in Durham, Feb. 18th, 1936. This issue possibly produced for distribution at that rally.
Subscribe to catalogs and personalized weekly inventory updates at
WWW.LORNEBAIR.COM

An early Mosley work, providing his ten-point plan for British Fascism, including a section on “Aliens and International Finance” in which
he promises to “deal with the great alien financiers of the City of London who use the financial power of Britain in the interests, not of this
country, but of foreign countries...” An interesting copy; we have not seen another example hand-stamped with the seal of the B.U.F.
$125		

ORDER

55. MOSLEY, Oswald
Why We Left The Old Parties. New Party Broadcasts, no. 2

London: Printed by David Allen Printing Company, N.d. [1931?]. 12mo (18cm). Staple-bound pamphlet. Bright orange wrappers, printed in black; 12pp.
Slightly soiled at spine, else Near Fine.
Includes Mosley’s Statement to the Press announcing the Formation of “The New Party;” letters of resignation to the Prime Minister from M.P.’s John
Strachey, Robert Forgan, and Lady Cynthia Mosley; and letters of resignation to the Labour Party from Oliver Baldwin and W.E.D. Allen.
Very scarce remnant from Mosley’s short-lived “New Party,” which he formed immediately upon his resignation from the Labour Party in late 1930. While
not explicitly Fascist in its initial outline, The New Party moved progressively rightward following Mosley’s European tour of 1931. In 1932 The New Party
was absorbed into Mosley’s British Union of Fascists. A scarce Mosley item; OCLC gives only one location (Michigan); not in British Library Catalogue.
$200		

ORDER
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56. [MOSLEY, Oswald] [BRITISH UNION OF FASCISTS] “Vindicator” (pseud)
Fascists At Olympia: A Record of Eye-Witnesses and Victims. Compiled by Vindicator

London: Victor Gollancz, 1934. Octavo (22cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; rust orange wrappers, printed in black; 48pp. Minor external toning
and soil; Very Good.
Eye-witness accounts of the violent June 7, 1934 meeting of Mosley’s Blackshirts at Olympia. Includes testimony from A.E. Coppard, Aldous
Huxley, Vera Brittain, and many others. The Olympia meeting marked a decisive turning-point in the fortunes of the BUF: Mosley’s “security
forces,” armed with knuckle-dusters and razors, inflicted serious injuries on several dozen hecklers. Mosley lost the subsequent propaganda
battle over responsibility for the violence, and public sentiment began moving steadily against the Fascists from this time (see Thurlow, Fascism In Britain, Oxford: 1987).
$150		
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Ezra Pound: World-Famed American Poet and Patriot
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[Chicago: The Women’s Voice, 1958]. Quarto leaflet (28cm), printed on coated paper; single sheet folded to make 4pp
(printed only on first and last page). One portrait (halftone). Edges crinkled; single horizontal fold (as issued); Very
Good.
Essay by the anti-Semitic conspiracist and career Pound apologist Eustace Mullins, apparently published to commemorate Pound’s release, in 1958, from psychiatric incarceration at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Washington, D.C. “...the
Jewish rats...hate Pound because he is all they can never be; he is true, just and courageous...now that Ezra Pound is free
at last, we can rejoice that at the next encounter, he will be riding beside us in the lists. Evoe, Ezra!” Sans imprint, but
the author makes repeated reference to the ultraconservative, anti-Semitic newspaper “The Women’s Voice,” to which
he was a regular contributor and from which this piece appears to have been reprinted. Includes a single halftone
portrait of Pound and several excerpts from his Cantos. Rare; not located in OCLC; not in Gallup; not in Singerman.
$125		

ORDER

58. MULLINS, Eustace
Typed Manuscript: “The Senator”

Original typed manuscript of approximately 50,000 words (98 single-spaced, legal-sized leaves), with many holograph additions and corrections. On various paper
stocks; occasional splits, tears, or stains to pages, but no loss to text. Apparently complete as written (but at least partially out of order, and apparently never finished).
Together with ca. 45 leaves of various manuscript fragments, some autobiographical, and including an incomplete article titled “Ezra Pound - The Artist as Vengeance.”
With two original mailing envelopes addressed in Mullins’s hand.
A substantial, unpublished novelistic fragment by this prominent Virginia fascist and racist author, best remembered for his very public (and eventually successful)
campaign to free Ezra Pound during the period of Pound’s incarceration at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital following WWII.
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The novel follows the political career of Harry Markham Ward, a southern politician in the mold of Bilbo and Faubus, in his political ascent from small-time county
autocrat to U.S. Senator. Though Ward seems to rise to power by successfully suppressing the activities of the KKK in his home county, the novel’s principal theme is
White Supremacy - Mullins’s essential argument being that race wars are most effectively conducted by
well-educated members of the economic elite, and
not by lawless vigilantism.
Additional manuscript material includes a 5-pp article (apparently incomplete) titled “Ezra Pound - The
Artist as Vengeance;” plus ca. 40 leaves of random,
unedited drafts, all single-spaced, comprising streamof-consciousness ramblings on various topics including the international Jewish conspiracy, mongrelization of the races, the assassination of Robert Kennedy,
etc.
Eustace Mullins (1923-2010), born in Roanoke, Virginia and a graduate of Washington & Lee University, spent the final 40 years of his life in Staunton,
Virginia. He was the author of more than 75 books
and pamphlets, nearly all of a racist, anti-Semitic, or
conpiracist character. His most widely-read and most
influential work is still The Secrets of the Federal Reserve, a book which he claimed was inspired by Ezra
Pound. His work is still widely cited by followers and
promoters of the “International Conspiracy” school.
$850		

ORDER

59. MURRAY, William H.
Uncle Sam Needs A Doctor

Boston: Meador Publishing Company, 1940. Octavo (20cm). Blue cloth boards, lettered in gilt on spine and front board; dustjacket; 270pp.
Boards mottled on spine and extremities, else a tight, attractive copy in a bright dustwrapper, slightly darkened on spine and with a bit of
erosion at base of rear panel; Very Good or better.
A recipe for the salvation of America, which is under attack from within by degenerates, bankers, oil trusts, Communists, and internationalists. William Henry “Alfalfa Bill” Murray (1869-1956) was Governor of Oklahoma from 1931-35. After his retirement from politics in 1938
he became well known for his racist and anti-Semitic tracts, which he self-published from his home base of Tishomingo, Oklahoma.
$85		
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60. [NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY] FIELDS, Edward R.
Broadside: Negro Is Related to Apes -- Not White People

Marietta, GA: The Thunderbolt, Inc., N.d. [ca 1964-5]. Quarto broadside
(36cm), printed in black ink on both sides of a standard ledger-sized sheet.
Recto headline states: “Negro Is Related to Apes -- Not White People.” Verso
headline: “Scientists Say Negro Still In Ape Stage - Races Positively Not Equal.”
With four illustrations. Minor edgewewar; Very Good.
Scurrilous racist broadside issued by The Thunderbolt, official organ of the National States Rights Party, a neo-Nazi group active in the mid-1960s. Offers the
standard pseudo-scientific tropes regarding Negro inferiority (reduced brain
size; prognathous jaw; prehensile toes, etc); then concludes: “As the black genes
of the Negro are more powerful than white genes - the Negro has thereby destroyed every white civilization that he has come in contact with or has left
that civilization stagnant and rotting and dependent upon the last drop of white
blood from outside to keep it going. Mongrelization of the Races Would Destroy White Christian Civilization.” Also includes a brief discourse on the “Twotoed Vadoma Tribe,” whose members can “run like the wind, scale trees.” Not
located in OCLC.
$65		
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61. [NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY] SMITH, Drew L.
Details How To Ship Negroes Back To Africa

Marietta, GA: National States Rights Party, N.d. [ca 1964-65]. At head of title: “National States Rights Party’s Most Important Program.” Printed
folio circular (ca 36cm x 22cm). Single sheet folded to make 4pp. Mild wear and creasing to extremities; Very Good.
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Plan for deportation of American Blacks to the African continent, noting that “...African nations could receive the entire Negro population of
the United States within twenty years, without disproportionate strain on any one nation...” Also includes a draft “Back To Africa Law,” calling
for stripping all Negroes of American citizenship; cash bonuses for those volunteering to emigrate; and forcible deportation of those unwilling
to volunteer. The National States Rights Party was a neo-Nazi group founded in 1958 and active through the early Seventies.
$125		

ORDER

62. PELLEY, William Dudley
Martin Dies’s Political Posse: Information on What to Expect when the Great Congressional Probing Racket Reaches into
Your Home City and You Are Subpoenaed like a Suspected Criminal for daring to Love and Defend Your Country against
Millions of Politically-Protected and Depression-Working Jews

Asheville: The Pelley Publishers, (1939). 16mo (15cm). Staple-bound pamphlet. Original pictorial wrappers; 40pp. Near Fine.
Most contemporary material critical of the Dies Committee came from the Left, but not all: in the current tract, the author claims that Dies and his congressional
cohorts are in the pocket of the International Jewish Conspiracy, and that they have singled him out for investigation. SINGERMAN 0502.
$75		

ORDER

63. [PELLEY, William Dudley?]
Hidden Empire

Asheville: Pelley Publishers, n.d. (ca 1938). 16mo (15cm). Original illustrated wrappers; 80pp. Slight
wear and discoloration to wrappers; text toned; Good.

LORNE BAIR

Standard exposé of the International Jewish Conspiracy, naming Bernard Baruch as its unofficial
President and Felix Frankfurter as its Chief Legal Adviser. The presumed author, William Dudley
Pelley, was a prolific author and publisher of anti-Semitic tracts. SINGERMAN 0447.
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64. PRATT, John Earl
Robbery - Rape - Burglary - Riot - Murder - Arson - Bombings: The Earl Warren Supreme Court

• Anarchism

Columbus, OH: Bourke House Publishers, 1970. Octavo (23cm). Original red cloth boards, lettered in black on front cover; 217pp. Inscribed by
the author on second blank, undated. Fine, lacking jacket.

• Communism
• Proletarian Art & Literature

• Gender Studies

Right-wing attack on the Warren Supreme Court, with specific reference to the case of Gideon Vs. Wainwright, which ruled that all defendants
had a right to legal representation, regardless of their ability to pay. The author contends that this ruling was directly to blame for the “ever increasing speed” with which the commission of violent crimes increased during the decade of the 1960s. Includes a chapter on “The Obligations
of the Black Man in America,” noting that African-Americans under slavery were better off than average citizens under Marxist communism.

• &c.
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65. RAMSAY, Capt. A.H.M. [Archibald]
The Nameless War

London: Britons Publishing Society, 1954. Small octavo (18cm). Printed paper wraps; 116pp. Spine cocked; foxing and paste action to prelims
and back matter; Good.
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A classic of British post-war fascism, tracing the origins of the worldwide Zionist conspiracy to 1290, the year the Jews were banished from
England by Edward the First. Ramsay, a Member of Parliament, was interned as a Nazi sympathizer during the Second World War, the only
British M.P. ever to be so detained. SINGERMAN 0867.
$60		

ORDER

66. [RED SCARE]
Broadside: Will You Be Free To Celebrate Christmas In The Future?

Milwaukee: Allen-Bradley Co., (1957). Broadside, 22-1/2” x 30” (ca 57cm x 76cm). Printed recto only on
thick paper. Old folds (as issued), with partial splits to paper along center fold (not affecting text); Good
or better.
Complete reprint, in broadside form, of the HUAC testimony of Frederick Charles Schwarz, Exceutive
Director of the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade. Schwartz’s testimony included the famous line:
“Every act that contributes to the Communist conquest is a peaceful act. If they take a gun, they take a
peaceful gun, containing a peaceful bullet, and kill you peacefully and put you in a peaceful grave.”
Scarce broadside, intended for posting in schools and churches. Privately issued by a Milwaukee electronic component manufacturer at the height of the Cold War. OCLC notes eight locations.
$150		

ORDER
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67. ROE, E.G. Mandeville
The Corporate State of Britain: The Machinery of Fascism Explained

• Radical Politics

London: Alexander Ouseley Ltd, 1934. Small octavo (18.5cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 62pp. Covers lightly soiled; spine darkened;
ownership signature; Good to Very Good.

• Anarchism

The author was the founder and editor of the review British Fascism, and Director of the Fascist Parliamentary Association. In the present
work he outlines his vision of the structure of a fascist Corporate State in Great Britain, noting that “...increasing numbers of Englishmen
are becoming utterly disgusted with the decadent liberal-democracy in which we are living, and turning with enthusiasm and sincerity to
the principles of Fascism...”
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A foundation work, of sorts, for British Fascism, published shortly after Roe and the British Fascists’ alliance with Oswald Mosley’s British
Union of Fascists. Notably uncommon; OCLC gives only two locations (Michigan State & University of Alberta); not at British Library.

• &c.
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68. SMITH, Gerald L.K.
Matters of Life And Death: A Handbook for Patriots dealing with the issues on which America will rise or fall

Los Angeles: Christian Nationalist Crusade, 1958. Octavo (20cm). Staple-bound printed wrappers; 96pp. Hint of toning to text; ink offsetting
to inside wrappes (as usual); Very Good.
Racist and anti-Semitic propaganda by the founder and leader of the Christian Nationalist Crusade. SINGERMAN 1000.
Subscribe to catalogs and personalized weekly inventory updates at
WWW.LORNEBAIR.COM

$30		

ORDER

69. [SMITH, Gerald L.K.]
Abolish The United Nations

Los Angeles: Christian Nationalist Crusade / Citizens Congressional Committee to Abolish the United Nations, (1955?).
Staple-bound leaflet. 16mo (14cm x 10cm). Printed wrappers; 8pp. Text slightly tanned, else Near Fine.
Anonymously authored anti-U.N. diatribe. As the tract was distributed by The Christian Nationalist Crusade, we assume Gerald L.K. Smith, the group’s founder and Chairman, had at least a hand in authorship. Robert Singerman concurs, adding that the text is a transcript of Smith’s speech before the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee, April 21, 1955.
A sample: “..They [the U.N.] have flooded our shores with spies, Communists, Zionists and others of the ‘hate America’
ilk until today they have become serpents in our breast, exploiting our hospitality while gnawing at our vitals...” OCLC
gives 3 locations. SINGERMAN 0939.
$30		
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70. TOWNSEND, Ralph
The High Cost of Hate

San Francisco: Ralph Townsend, 1939. Octavo (21cm). Staple-bound buff wrappers, printed in red; 61pp. Bright, Near Fine copy.
Townsend, once on the staff of Scribner’s Commentator, was exposed as a paid propagandist for Japan during the Second World
War. A 1942 San Francisco Chronicle article identifies him as one of six people arrested for violating the Foreign Agents Registration Act. The current work argues that Communists in American government have slanted American foreign policy in favor of
China and away from Japan.
$50		
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71. VAN HYNING, Lyrl Clark
Freemasonry Is Jewry!

Chicago: Women’s Voice, N.d. (ca 1952). Quarto leaflet (28cm). Single sheet folded to make 4pp. Text printed in two columns. Single horizontal fold (as issued), else fine.
Anti-Semitic attack on Freemasonry by Lyrl Clark Van Hyning, editor of the ultraconservative, anti-Semitic weekly The
Women’s Voice. Her primary influences in the current essay appear to be the French anti-Semitic conspiracist Leon de Poncins and The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. Not in Singerman.
$65		
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72. VAN HYNING, Tom
Broadside: Save The Constitution / Stop Wars - Stop Drafts - Stop NATO
- Kill the U.N. We The People Must Use or Lose the Constitution

[Chicago]: The Women’s Voice, N.d. [ca 1954]. Broadside, 11” x 8-1/2” (28cm x 22cm), printed
recto only on coated paper. Single horizontal fold (as issued); text printed in three columns.
Anti income-tax appeal by Tom Van Hyning: “...the Internal Revenue Act is the key and door to
dictatorship, and completely unconstitutional...you can refuse to pay another cent of Federal Tax
until, IN YOUR JUDGMENT, the Federal Government starts living within the law. Five hundred citizens INDIVIDUALLY acting thus would completely wreck the iniquitous Federal tax
structure on which all the other iniquities depend...” The precise mechanism of such a collapse
is left, alas, to the reader’s imagination. The author’s mother was Lyrl Clark Van Hyning, founder
and editor of the ultraconservative, anti-Semitic The Women’s Voice, from which publication the
present piece is reprinted. Not located in OCLC.
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73. [VIGILANTISM] [MISSOURI] MORRIS, Lucile
Bald Knobbers

Caldwell, ID: Caxton Printers, 1939. Octavo (24cm). Cloth boards; dustjacket; 253pp; illus. Pictorial endpapers. Fine, tight copy in the scarce pictorial dustjacket, mildly rubbed and frayed at
extremities; Very Good. There is a lengthy gift inscription to the dedication leaf (following the
copyright page) in which the inscriber states that he is a direct descendant of a member of the
“Bald Knobbers” clan.
Quite nice copy of this uncommon Ozark history, the only full-length work we’re aware of devoted
to this little-known American vigilante organization. Originally formed by Civil War veterans as a
secret peacekeeping and mutual-aid society, the Bald Knobbers evolved by the 1880s into a band
of vigilante thugs who terrorized a several-county wide region of southern Missouri. While not
specifically motivated by racist or anti-Semitic beliefs, the Bald Knobbers employed many of the
same tactics as other Reconstruction Era terrorist organizations like the KKK and the Knights of
the White Camelia, including the wearing of hoods, adoption of a secret code, and insistence on
a strict vow of secrecy among members. The execution of several of the group’s leaders in 1889
made national headlines and more or less put an end to their reign of terror, though rumors of
hooded gunmen meting out secret justice persisted in the region through the 1920s.
$250		
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74. WEBBER, David F. and Noah HUTCHINGS
The Computers Are Coming

Oklahoma City: Southwest Radio Church, 1980. Third printing, “Update 1980,” of a pamphlet that first
appeared in 1978. Octavo (22cm). Staple-bound, illustrated wrappers; 91pp; illus. Mild dusting & wear;
traces of mailing label residue; else Near Fine.
The authors lay out in detail their anti-technological millenial conspiracy theory, prophesying an invasion of robot armies under the control of Satan. Illustrated throughout with menacing motifs of bar
codes, microchips, and other signs of impending doom.
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75. [ZOMBIE YOUTH] NOEBEL, David A
Communism, Hypnotism and the Beatles: An Analysis of the Communist Use of
Music - The Communist Master Music Plan

Tulsa: Christian Crusade Publications, 1965. Revised Third Edition. Octavo (21cm). Staple-bound pamphlet; illustrated wrappers; 26pp. Mild cover wear; sticker residue at base of front wrapper; Very Good.
Holy Norwegian Wood, Batman! - The British have invaded, and they’ve brought with them insidious secret Soviet techniques of Pavlovian mind-control: “...The destructive music of the Beatles merely reinforces
the excitatory reflex of the youth to the point where it crosses the built-in inhibitory reflex. This in turn
weakens the nervous system to a state where the youth actually suffers a case of artificial neurosis. And
the frightening, even fatal, aspect of this mental breakdown process is the fact that these teenagers, in this
excitatory, hypnotic state, can be told to do anything - and they will.”
Sweet Jesus, we’re not making this up.
$50		
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